Most multi-word lexemes (MWLs) allow certain types of variation. This has to be taken into account for their description and their recognition in texts. We suggest to describe their syntactic restrictions and their idiosyncratic peculiarities with local grammar rules, which at the same time allow to express in a general way regularities valid for a whole class of MWLs. The local grammars can be written in a very convenient and compact way as regular expressions in the formalism IDAREX which uses a two-level morphology. IDAREX allows to define various types of variables, and to mix canonical and inflected word forms in the regular expressions. ~
Introduction
Most texts are rich in multi-word expressions that cannot be properly understood let alone be processed in an NLP system, ff they are not recognized as complex lexical units. Such expressions which we call multi-word lexemes (MWL) range from idioms (to rack one's brains over sth), over phrasal verbs (to come up with) , lexical and grammatical collocations (to make love, with regard to resp.) to compounds (on-line dictionary).
While certain MWLs only occur in exactly one form, e.g. out of the blue or G:um Haaresbreite ('by a hair's breadth', lit. by hair's breadth), and can thus be easily recognised with simple pattern matching techniques, it is well-known (see e.g. Gross 1982 , Brundage et al. 1992 , Nunberg et al. 1994 ) that most MWLs cannot be treated like completely fixed patterns, since they may undergo some variation. However, only a subset of 1Part of this work was funded under LRE 62-080 by the EEC. the variations allowed by general rules is valid: outside that subset, the expression loses its special, idiomatic meaning, either reverting to its literal meaning or losing any significance altogether. In certain cases, MWLs can even contradict normal syntactic rules, as with by and large, or G:von Haus aus ('originally', lit . from house out), where general rules would require an article between the preposition and the noun.
The identification of MWLs is essential for any natural language processing based on lexical information, ranging from intelligent dictionary lookup over concordancing or indexing to machine translation. Therefore, the restricted lexical and syntactic variability of MWLs and their idiosyncratic peculiarities need to be expressed in the computational lexicon in order to be able to recognize the full range of their occurrences. We propose to use local grammars for this, written as a special type of regular expressions (REs) in the finite-state formalism IDAItEX which makes use of a two-level morphological lexicon. So far, we have successfully applied this approach to approximately 15,000 English, French and German MWLs (see also Segond and Breidt 1995) .
Restricted Variability of MWLs
Basically, we recognize four types of variability (see also Fleischer 1982 , Brundage et al. 1992 , Engelke 1994 ) that a description of MWLs, both for NLP and for human use, should cover. Though part of the variability of MWLs may follow from their semantic properties as argued in recent work (e.g. Nunberg et al. 1994) , it is difficult to establish such a relationship on a large scale, and a lot of remaining idiosyncratic characteristics of individual MWLs need to be represented. For instance, in F:perdre la tdte ('to lose one's mind', lit. to lose the head), the noun can be substituted by la boule (lit. ball, coll. head) or les pddales (lit. pedals) without loosing its idiomatic meaning, but not by la tronche (lit. slice, coll. head).
Modification: One of the MWL's constituents can be modified, preserving the idiomatic meaning.
For instance, in G:den (schgnen) Schein wahren ('to keep up appearances', lit. the (nice) pretence preserve) the presence or absence of the adjective does not change the meaning at all, whereas in G:das Handtueh werfen ('to throw in the towel', lit. the towel throw) any modification would evoke the literal meaning.
Structural Flexibility: This includes phenomena like passivization, topicalization, scrambling, raising constructions etc.
For instance, whereas in German standard word order variation applies to all verbal MWLs, topicalisation of lexically fixed components is only rarely po~ible, as in G:den Vogel dabei hat dana Jan abgeschossen ('finally, Jan surpassed everyone', lit. the bird with it has then Jan shot).
IDAREX: Encoding Idioms As Regular EXpressions
The IDAREX formalism and the corresponding FSC Finite State Compiler have been developed at Rank Xerox Research Centre by L. Karttunen, P. Tapanainen and G. Valetto 2.
Morphological Variation
Because IDAItEX use8 a two-level morphology, words can be presented either in their base form at the lexical level or in an inflected form at the surface level. The surface form is preceded by a colon and restricts occurrences of the word to exactly this form, e.g.
2 For a more detailed description of the formalism see Kaxttunen and Yampol (1993) , Tapanainen (1994) , Uaxttunen (1995) , and Segond and Tapanainen (1995) .
: Welle
The lezical form is followed by an IDAREX morphological variable specifying morphological features of the word, and a colon, e.g.
This represents any occurrence of the word with the specified morphological properties. The morphological variable can be very general, such a.u 'A' for ally adjectival use, or more specific, such as Abs0 for adjectives that may not be used in comparative form and isg to restrict nouns to the singular, as in grim Abse: Welle Nsg:
This way, the restricted morph(~syntactic flexibility of MWLs can bc expressed very elegantly. 
WOVlhrg( fix2(:die :Ohren) spitzen )
Further macros are defined for German for MWLs with a reflexive or particle verb, to express scrambling of an idiom-external PP complement or topicalisation. In French, macros describe for example the verb complex for MWLs involving a reflexive verb.
Discussion
NLP treatments of MWLs in so-called high level grammar formalisms have for example been proposed in Abeill6 and Schabes (1989) in the framework of lexicalised TAGs, Erbaeh (1992) and Copestake (1994) in HPSG, Van der Linden (1993) in CG. These approaches to our knowledge cannot satisfactorily represent lexical variants, nor the restricted flexibility and modifiability of MWLs.
Instead of using a high-level grammar formalism we describe ,MWLs with finite-state local grammars. Although finite-state techniques are known to be unable to represent all the dependencies found in natural language, they have the advantage of allowing a very efficient treatment of a great number of phenomena and the implementation of robust, large-scale NLP systems. However, the use of these techniques is usually hampered by the unwieldiness in notation that these techniques usually lead to.
The presented approach overcomes this problem: instead of having to specify local grammars directly as finite state networks or as graphs (e.g. Maurel 1993 , Roche 1993 , and Silberztein 1993 , IDAKEX REs provide a convenient way to mix inflected and uninflected word forms, morphological features and complete word classes, thus greatly relieving lexicographers from the burden of explicitly listing all the possible forms. Furthermore, our formalism allows the use of a bigger set of operators such as contains ($), not (~), and (&), etc. This provides us with the possibility to express certain things in a very compact way. For example, in the definition of German verbs we exclude contracted forms of verbs and the pronoun es such as geht's ('it goes') , we simply state "any expression with the morphological feature +V, followed by anything that must not contain a letter (i.e. additional morphologicalfeatures), and which does not contain the feature +ca in any position"
define V ~.+V "$Letter k "$Y.+es
With macros, generahzations about patterns that can occur for a whole class of MWLs can be expressed. This compactness and flexibility are, as far as we know, specific to our approach.
Encoding the local grammars as REs instead of encoding them directly as networks does of course not change the expressive power of the formalism, but it conveniently abstracts the handling of MWLs from the graph manipulation level, allowing to develop and employ devices that operate on string representations and map them to the underlying finite state networks. As we have shown above, this simplifies considerably the description of the different patterns of variation oecuring in MWLs.
Once the MWLs listed in the dictionary have been manually changed into their canonical base form, including possible lexical variants and modifiers and indicating morphologically flexible components and the scope of alternative components, the IDAaEX REs describing all possible contexts in which the MWLs can occur can be produced automatically. For instance, the canonical forms for the examples from section 2 can be specified as:
durchschlagender ° Erfolg ° grfine ° Welle (sg) perdre ° (ADV)^la t~te/la boule/les p6dales ^ T: den Vogel (bei etw) abschieBen ° den (schSnen) Schein wahren ° das Handtuch werfen ° out of the blue um Haaresbreite Such canonical base forms, somewhat similar in spirit to the notation used in Longman's 'Dictionary of English Idioms ' (1979) , do not only form the basis for the automatic processing and recognition of MWLs. Human users as well would profit from a careful description of the variability of MWLs, so it should be worthwhile to also include the canonical forms in dictionaries for human users.
The presented approach is successfully used in the COMPASS project 3 to represent MWLs in dictionary databases converted from standard bilingual dictionaries. The COMPASS system, based on the LOCOLEX engine (Bauer, Segond and Zaehen 1995) developed at RXRC, allows look-up of words in the dictionary database directly out of an on-line text. When the user clicks on an unknown word in a foreign language, LOCOLEX evaluates the context of the queried word. Currently, the system determines the word's part of speech and whether the word is part of an MWL. In the latter case, the translation for the entire MWL is returned, otherwise a selection of translations for the most appropiate part of speech.
